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What are the side effects? Like other medications in its class, Zoloft relieves depressive symptoms while producing
fewer side effects than other classes of antidepressant medication. Zoloft does not seem to cause dizziness upon standing
up, and has few cardiac effects. Usually several of these symptoms must be present for at least two weeks for a diagnosis
of depression to be made. Such combinations have caused extreme reactions that could be lethal. Mood stabilizers such
as lithium, tegretol, and depakene taken with an antidepressant may reduce the likelihood and severity of manic
episodes. How does one know if Zoloft will be the right medication? This happened in a very small group 0. A standard
dose of Zoloft is 50 to mg per day. Unfortunately, a certain amount of trial and error is involved in finding the right
medication and the right dose. Usually the side effects that are experienced are mild and easily managed.Nov 20, Bipolar disorder is a mental illness where people experience extreme shifts in mood: episodes of depression followed by
manic episodes. Bipolar disorder affects more than million American adults, according to the Brain & Behavior
Research Foundation. If you have this disorder, you'll probably need ?Diagnosis ?Side effects. "I was prescribed with
sertraline a few years ago for MDD and bipolar disorder. Even tough it took some time to produce positive effects,
sertraline was, indeed effective (especially when combined with bupropion and escitalopram). The mood variations
disappeared, depression decreased. From the negative side. Jun 4, - In people with bipolar disorder, SSRIs and other
antidepressants carry a risk of inducing mania, making it essential to monitor for signs of excess energy, decreased need
for sleep, or abnormal and excessive mood elevation. The FDA also recommends closely observing young people
treated with SSRIs or. Uses. Sertraline is used to treat depression, panic attacks, obsessive compulsive disorder,
post-traumatic stress disorder, social anxiety disorder (social phobia), and a severe form of premenstrual syndrome
(premenstrual dysphoric disorder). This medication may improve your mood, sleep, appetite, and energy level and. 1.
Bipolar disorder is primarily about manic symptoms. 2. Bipolar medications address the full spectrum of bipolar
symptoms. In reality there are very few true mood stabilizers that address BOTH depression AND mania. These mood
stabilizing bipolar drugs tend to be used for long term maintenance in order to prevent mood. Aye, I'm just worried since
I'm already on anti depressants that tackle the depression side just fine, and she didn't suggest any mood stabilizers. I
went to see her because of the I was diagnosed with bipolar disorder at 14, however refrained from being medicated
until I was They put me on sertraline. JAMA Psychiatry. Oct 1;73(10) doi: /jamapsychiatry Sertraline for Preventing
Mood Disorders Following Traumatic Brain Injury: A Randomized Clinical Trial. Jorge RE(1), Acion L(2), Burin DI(3),
Robinson RG(4). Author information: (1)Menninger Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral. 35% of bipolar patients
get antidepressants without mood stabilizers; antidepressants aren't stopped when patients are manic; antidepressants are
given when patients are in mixed states. More on One of my patients went 7 years on sertraline/Zoloft, doing really well,
much better than on other antidepressants she'd tried. If you have bipolar disorder and take an SSRI, you may be at risk
for triggering a manic episode if you are not also taking a mood stabilizer. Talk to your doctor about your specific
symptoms, other health concerns, and other medications you take so they can make the best recommendation for your
condition and symptoms. Mar 6, - With this post, we continue our biweekly series on medications used to treat bipolar
disorder and related symptoms. We have already covered lithium, along with anti-seizure and atypical antipsychotics
commonly used as anti-manic medications or mood stabilizers in bipolar disorder. We introduced our.
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